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WILD LIF3 CONSERVATION & TOURISM

I.The rapid development of Africa requires the mobilization of

all its resources and in particular those resources which can tie most

easily used to increase the national income of the continent. The

planned use:of: Africa's unique heritage of wild life can prove an :

easily and cheaply exploitable asset which can assist many countries

on the continent to achieve a better standard living.

2. At a Symposium organized by the Committee for Technical

Cooperation South of the Sahara and the International Union for

the Conservation of Nature in association with the UN Pood and

Agriculture Organization at Arusha, Tanganyika in September 1961,

on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources in Modem

African States, many of the problems and advantages of the planned

utilization of wild life were discussed and much information on

research was brought to public attention for the first time,

3. The importance of tourisnij as a source of foreign exchange,

attracted by the existence of National Parks and Game Reserves can

hardly be underestimated. As urbanization increases in Europe and

North America, and as it becomes relatively cheaper and quicker to

visit Africa, there is likely to be an ever increasing desire to

visit areas in which natural resources in the form of wild life are
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conserved^ In Sast Africa tourism accounts for some £8,000,000 of

foreign er:ohange every year and is the second most important revenue

earner in the balance of payments. In some countries of Africa which

have en abundance of wild life, their organization'as a tourist ■

attraction has "been completely neglected and a valuable source of

revenue consequently lost. In other more densely populated areas

it should be possible to build up herds of game as a tourist attraction.

Although East, Central, and South Africa are well'endowed with tourist

attractions of chi3 sort, in the rest of Africa these resources have

hardly been touched.

4. The development of wild life as a tourist attraction does not

require great expenditure', Tt requires Rest Houses whose main ■ ' :

requisites aro cleanliness and comfort rather than luxury, and in

fact accommodation which is cheap and fits into the natural environment

is usually preferred "by visitors. It require? propjaganda, reasonable

communications and elimination of bureaucracy. None of these essentiels

require undue investment.

5« "In addition tho sale of hunting licences, skins and curios

can be -an important source of revenue.-- ' . .:'.)■■

6a Valuable research hns been carried out in Africa into wild life

management problems end much interesting information was put before the

Symposium on tha Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources. In one

instance it had been .^iovn .hat, in marginal cattle country, the produc

tion of geme meat per annum per hectare was greater than that of oattle.
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Since game .tends to be less destructive of land than cattle, this informa

tion could be of- great value for th# conservation and utilization of

marginal cattle country. Economic investigations had been carried

out on a European owned ranch in SouthemRhodesia which showed that

the owner was-making a considerably larger profit out of the sale of

game meat than he could out of cattle. In the Transvaal, Republic

of South Africa, statistics were provided which indicated that sales

of game-meat in.1959 were worth £200,000 and that there were 2000 -

3000 farmers who kept game for cropping purposes. In TFg&nda

hippopotamuses and elephants shot by the Game Department were "being

sold successfully in neighbouring areas. - v

7» While new horizons are being opened to the possibilities of

the planned,utilisation of game for human consumption, more information

is required before it can "be shown that game cropping can be an- ;

economiaally viable activity throughout Africa, Apart from the purely '"' "

technical problems such as the inter-action of disease between game

end livestock, and the importance of milk and other by-products which

game do not always produce, more investigation is required into the

actual economics of game croppingo

8O To some extent the experiences of Southern Africa are related

to special circumstances in those areas. In the Republic of South

Africa dried game-meat sells to a luxury market at high prices, while

in Southed T&odesia1 communications for the transport of game meat

-are much ^ett3r t\sn tho.-je which ere Ii>3lv to be found in other game
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areas of Africa. The game cropping scheme in Uganda have been

economically successful because the Game Department justifiably

absorbs a large proportion of the costs in their own budget as

little extra expenditure is required. In the same way it is likely

that very many of the. farms in the Republic of South Africa keep

game as a hobby? and subsidize it with other enterprises on the farm.

In Southern Rhodesia it has been found that regular shooting can take

place, without dispersing game if it is carried out at night. Studies

had ~been made in Kenya in processing meat in the field by setting up

small abattoirs which dry the meat or turn it into powder. There is

a great need however that the importance of the conservation of , - ■

natural resources be fully appreciated by all people and that more

research be carried out to ensure that resources are properly utilized,

9c There is therefore much research to be carried out before all

the economic problems o£ game cropping, can be overcome. There is the

problem of organizing slaughter, the problem of seasonality of supplies,

of transport .and not least-of marketings ■

10. A Poard which would be responsible for the safeguarding of

Natural Resources and encouraging their utilization on a planned

basis may be the first step to achieve these ends,

11- The importance of conserving these resources has been recognized

by many countries and this was formally endorsed by the Government of

Tanganyika, which, in a manifesto signed by the Rt. Hon. J.K. Nyerere,

Prime Minister* the Rt, Hon. A.S, Fundikira Minister for Legal Affairs

and the lit. Hon. T. S, Te^a Minister for Lands and Surveys, made at the
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Symposium on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources at

Arusha stated s

"The survival of our wildlife is a matter of grave concern to

all of us in Africa. These wild creatures amid the wild places they

inhabit are not only important as a source of wonder and inspiration

but are an integral part of our natural resources and of our future

livelihood and well-being.

In accepting the trusteeship of our wildlife we solemnly declare

that we will do everything in our power to make sure that our

children's grandchildren will be able to enjoy this rich and precious

inheritance.

The conservation of wildlife and wild places oalls for specialist

knowledge^ trained manpower and money and we look to other nations to

cooperate in this important task - the success or failure of which not

only affects the continent of Africa but the rest of the world, as well*"




